SECRET

1. LICOOKY SAID 29 MAR COSTA CONFESSIONS REASON FOR DELAY IN PUBLISHING (LINLUC) PANPHLET DUE INVOLVED FOUL UP OVER COVER DESIGN WHICH FINALLY STRAIGHTENED OUT. SHE SAID COVERS Began TO ROLL ON PRESSES WITH GRAY COLOR ON 28 MAR. SEPIA DUE ON 29 MAR AND BLACK DUE WORKING 30 MAR. LICOOKY WENT TO PRINTER 29 MAR AND FOUND THEY HAD NOT STARTED SEPIA BUT STILL SAY WILL DO IT ON SCHEDULE.

2. LICOOKY SAID (LINLUC) HAD CAUGHT ERROR IN JACKET BLURB SHE HAD WRITTEN ABOUT HIM WHEN HE RECEIVED PROOF WHICH HAD BEEN SENT HIM. IN CABLE HE SENT CORRECTING THIS ERROR HE ALSO SAID HE HAD ASKED THAT MONEY (AMOUNT NOT SPECIFIED) BE DELIVERED TO HER ("PEDI ENTREGARENTE DINERO").